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Abstract

Wireless mesh network (WMN), as a new generation of wireless network technology, has raised increasing concerns
in recent years. Due to the strong mobility nature of the clients in WMNs, the handover events frequently occur.
Therefore, taking into consideration the openness of the wireless communication channel, the handover authentication
protocols for WMNs have to be both efficient and secure, which remains a challenge. In this paper, an anonymous
batch handover authentication protocol is proposed using group signature technique to pre-distribute handover
keys. Unlike existing protocols based on group signature, the proposed protocol does not involve group signature
correlation operations in the handover authentication phase, hence achieving a better performance.
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1 Introduction
With the explosive growth of the number of mobile
devices and their widespread use in our daily life, more
and more wireless network architectures have been pro-
posed in order to provide better network access services.
As one of the key technologies of the new generation
of wireless networks, wireless mesh networks (WMNs)
have been widely recognized and applied in recent years.
WMNs consist of a number of mesh routers (MRs) and
mesh clients (MCs), and an authentication server (AS),
where MRs have powerful resources while MCs have
limited resources but strong mobility [1, 2].
With the rapid development of network technology,

how to protect users’ sensitive data privacy (such as users’
location information, patients’ symptom information, and
users’ financial information) is increasingly important
[3–6]. Therefore, an anonymous handover authentication
protocol is required to ensure that only legitimate MCs
access the network without divulging its private informa-
tion and legitimate MRs provide network access service.
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An anonymous handover authentication protocol cannot
only provide mutual authentication between MCs and
MRs, but also produce a session key for secure communi-
cation between them.
To assist understanding, a typical WMN handover

authentication scenario is shown in Fig. 1, where three
types of entities participate in a typical WMN handover
authentication scenario, which are mesh clients (MCs),
mesh routers (MRs), and an authentication server (AS). A
mesh client, MCi in this scenario, must register in the AS
to access the wireless mesh network. After MCi anony-
mously accesses the network by connecting to MR1, it
may roam to the new MR (i.e., MR2). In this process,
MC needs to execute the handover authentication proto-
col in order to prove its legitimacy to MR2 and access the
network. MR2 will authenticate legitimate MC and reject
illegal request. At the same time,MR2 must prove its legit-
imacy to MCi by executing the handover authentication
protocol. After a successful handover authentication, a
session key is established between the authenticated MCi
and MR2 to protect the subsequent communication.
Some issues must be taken into account when designing

an efficient and secure anonymous handover authentica-
tion protocol for WMNs. First, due to the openness of
wireless network, an anonymous handover authentication
protocol requires a high security level to protect networks
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Fig. 1 Typical handover authentication scenario for wireless mesh networks. This figure describes a typical wireless mesh network handover
authentication scenario. Three types of entities participate in this scenario, which are mesh clients (MCs), mesh routers (MRs), and an authentication
server (AS)

against various attacks. Second, most users prefer a wire-
less network that provides not only internet services, but
also privacy protections such as their identities and loca-
tions. Therefore, an anonymous handover authentication
protocol should provide privacy protection for users. Last
but not least, an anonymous handover authentication pro-
tocol must have a high efficiency and low computational
complexity, as MCs are generally constrained by limited
power and processing capabilities.

1.1 Related work
To guarantee the security of handover authentication pro-
cess, many handover authentication protocols have been
proposed in the last several years. In this section, a brief
review of these protocols is provided.
An efficient handover authentication protocol can be

implemented by using tickets. In our previous works [7],
we presented a handover authentication protocol by using
tickets for wireless mesh networks. Li et al. [8] and Li et al.
[9] also presented their handover authentication protocols
by using tickets to improve performance. In these pro-
tocols [7–9], entities pre-apply different kinds of tickets
from ticket agents who are trusted by entities to issue and
manage tickets. In the handover authentication process,
entities authenticate each other by exchanging tickets.

The authentication process does not need complex oper-
ations such as bilinear pairing and elliptic curve scalar
multiplication, so the authentication efficiency is high.
However, these protocols do not provide privacy protec-
tions, leading to a potential release of users’ private infor-
mation, such as identity, location, and motion trajectory.
To protect users’ privacy, Tsai et al. [10], Fu et al. [11],

and Zhu et al. [12] respectively presented anonymous
handover authentication protocols, which effectively pro-
tected the privacy of users from attackers. However, these
protocols need at least three-way handshakes to imple-
ment the handover authentication process, which is asso-
ciated with a high communication cost and authentication
delay. To improve performances, Yang et al. [13] and
He et al. [14] proposed anonymous handover authen-
tication protocols, which only involved two-way hand-
shakes. Later, Yang et al. [13] presented an anonymous
handover authentication protocol by using group sig-
nature technique, where each access point (AP) is the
group manager of an independent group signature sys-
tem, and in the handover authentication process, mobile
clients only need to send a group signature generated
by an AP (AP1) to a new AP (AP2). If the group sig-
nature is valid, AP2 will authenticate the mobile client;
otherwise, AP2 will reject the request. He et al. [14]
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described an anonymous handover authentication proto-
col by using pseudo identities. Mobile clients pre-apply
pseudo identities (PID1 . . .PIDn) from AS. The handover
authentication process can be completed only by send-
ing a PID (PIDi). However, both [13, 14] are based on
bilinear pairings which have a high computational cost.
To achieve a better performance, our previous works
[15] and Chaudhry et al. [16] respectively used ellip-
tic curve cryptography (ECC) to construct the protocols.
However, both [15, 16] incur high computation over-
head at the mobile client side and cannot provide batch
authentication as well.

1.2 Our contribution
In this paper, we present a new anonymous handover
authentication protocol which has higher efficiency and
less computational complexity compared to other related
protocols. To be more specific, our main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

• First, we present a new efficient and secure
anonymous handover authentication protocol which
supports batch authentication using group signature.

• Second, we present an analysis of the computation
cost of the proposed anonymous handover
authentication protocol and related anonymous
handover authentication protocols to demonstrate
that ours has a better performance.

1.3 Organization of the paper
The remainder content of this paper is organized as
below. The methods that we used are proposed in
Section 2. The background of the elliptic curve group
and security requirements are proposed in Section 3.
The proposed anonymous handover authentication pro-
tocol is presented in Section 4. The security analysis
and performance evaluation of the proposed anony-
mous handover authentication protocol are proposed in
Sections 5 and 6 respectively. A conclusion is made in
Section 7.

2 Methods
Due to the open environment of wireless mesh net-
works and strong mobility of mesh clients, it is necessary
to design a secure and efficient handover authentica-
tion protocol to guarantee the quality of network ser-
vice and to protect mesh clients’ privacy. We proposed
an anonymous handover authentication protocol based
on group signature to improve handover authentication
efficiency and to protect mesh clients’ privacy in this
paper. By using group signature, elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy(ECC), and message authentication code, the pro-
posed protocol can effectively protect mesh clients’ real
identity information, locations, and motion trajectory.

There are three major participants in the proposed pro-
tocol, i.e., authentication server, mesh routers, and mesh
clients. In terms of assessment, we used security analy-
sis and performance analysis to measure the quality of the
proposed protocol.

3 Preliminaries
3.1 Elliptic curve group
Let Fq be a finite prime number field, E/Fq be an ellip-
tic curve defined over Fq, and P be an element of a large
prime order q in E/Fq. The point on E/Fq together with
an extra point � called the point at infinity form a group
G = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ Fq; (x, y) ∈ E/Fq} ∪ {�}. G is a cyclic
additive group of composite order q. Z∗

q is a set of inte-
gers which elements are less than the prime number q.
Besides, scalar multiplication over E/Fq can be computed
as follows: tP = P + P + · · · + P

︸ ︷︷ ︸

t

.

There exist the following problems over the elliptic
curve group.
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem: For

random chosen values a, b ∈ Z∗
q and the generator P of G,

given aP and bP, it is computationally intractable to com-
pute the value abP.
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem: For random

chosen values a, b, c ∈ Z∗
q and the generator P of G, given

aP, bP and cP, it is computationally intractable to ver-
ify whether or not cP = abP, that is, equal to confirm
whether or not c = ab mod q

3.2 Security requirements
To guarantee a secure communication, an anonymous
handover authentication protocol should be able to satisfy
the following requirements [17–19]:

1 Mutual authentication: To ensure only legitimate
MCs access Internet services through legitimate
MRs, an anonymous handover authentication
protocol should provide mutual authentication
between MCs and MRs.

2 User anonymity: An anonymous handover
authentication protocol should provide user
anonymity to ensure that MCs are anonymous to
adversary including the MRs.

3 Non-traceability: An anonymity handover
authentication protocol should be able to support
non-traceability to protect MCs being tracked by
adversaries.

4 Session key establishment: After implementation of
the protocol, MCs will share a session key with MRs
to guarantee session security.

5 Revocability: An anonymity handover authentication
protocol should be able to allow AS to revoke
targeted MCs which break the stipulated regulations.
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6 Attack resistance: An anonymity handover
authentication protocol should be able to withstand
various attacks such as replay attack and
man-in-the-middle attack.

4 The proposed anonymous handover
authentication protocol

In this section, we propose an anonymous handover
authentication protocol for WMNs using group signature
with privacy protection.
There are five phases in the proposed protocol: the sys-

tem initialization phase, the group establishment phase,
the pre-distribution of handover authentication key phase,
the handover authentication phase, and the batch han-
dover authentication phase.

4.1 System initialization phase
It is assumed that the AS is a trusted third party. Unlike
the protocols presented in the paper [13, 14], the proposed
protocol does not involve bilinear pairing operations. In
the system initialization, the AS executes the following
operations to generate system parameters:

1 AS chooses a prime number q and determines the
tuple {Fq,E/Fq,G,P};

2 AS chooses x ∈ Z∗
q as the master key and computes

the system public key Ppub = x · P;
3 AS chooses secure hash functions:

H1 : {0, 1} → Z∗
q ,H2 : {0, 1}∗ × G → Z∗

q ;
4 AS publishes {Fq,E/Fq,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2} as system

parameters.

AS generates key pairs forMRs using system parameters
and the master key. It is assumed that IDMRj is MRj’s
unique identity. AS randomly chooses rMRj ∈ Z∗

q and com-
putes RMRj = rMRj · P, hMRj = H2

(

IDMRj ,RMRj
)

and
sMRj = rMRj +x ·hMRj . Then, AS sends (sMRj ,RMRj ) to MRj
over a secure channel. On receiving it, MRj computes the
public key PKMRj = sMRj · P and publishes PKMRj .

4.2 Group establishment phase
Unlike the protocol presented in paper [13], we just add
routers to the group. Therefore, the MC is not involved in
the group signature operation.

1 Let AS be the group manager of an independent
group signature system. AS executes the key
generation algorithm to generate the group key
pair (Gmsk , Gpub) and MRj’s group private key Gskj .
Then, AS sends Gskj to MRj.

2 Let MRj be the group member and save the group
private key received from AS securely.

Different group signature schemes can be selected
according to the network capabilities.

4.3 Pre-distribution of handover authentication key
phase

If the users connect to the network for the first time, they
have to execute traditional authentication protocols (e.g.,
IEEE 802.1x standard) or other access authentication pro-
tocols. In our protocol, when a MC (MCi) anonymous
accesses the network by connecting to aMR (MR1) for the
first time, it has to execute the access authentication pro-
tocol proposed in [20]. Then, it would share a session key
(SSK) with the MR1. In order to improve the handover
efficiency, as shown in Fig. 2, MCi can pre-calculate the
handover key (HDK) and securely send it to MR1. After
receiving it, MR1 sends it to neighbor routers. Due to the
characteristics of the group signature, the proposed pro-
tocol can effectively protect the users’ privacy comparing
with the protocols proposed in the paper [7–9].

1 MCi randomly selects a, b ∈ Z∗
q and computes

A = a · P,B = b · P,m = EncSSK (A||B). Then, MCi
sends m to MR1.

2 After receiving m, MR1 uses the session key (SSK) to
decrypt it. A,B = DecSSK (m). Then, MR1 generates a
valid group signature of A,B. δ = SigGsk1

(A||B). Note
that δ is the signature of A and B. It is assumed that
MR1 has m neighbor routers. Finally, MR1 uses
neighbor routers’ public keys to encrypt δ.
ζj = EncPMRj

(δ||A||B)(j = 1, . . . ,m). Then, MR1
sends ζj to MRj. If MCi accesses the network for the
first time, MR1 encrypts A, B, and SSK using system
public key Ppub and sends it to AS; otherwise, MR1
encrypts the previous handover key (A′ ,B′

) and
(A,B) using system public key Ppub and sends it to AS.

3 After receiving ζj, MRj decrypts it using skMRj to
obtain δ,A,B = DecskMRj

(ζj) and using group public
key to verify δ. If the signature δ is valid, MRj saves A
and B.

4.4 Handover authentication phase
When roaming to a new MR (MRj), MCi has to exe-
cute the handover authentication process to access the
network. In our proposed protocol, as shown in Fig. 3,
MCi and MRj only need to use the handover key (HDK)
which is pre-calculated by MCi and saved in MRj’s buffer
to implement mutual authentication. The detailed infor-
mation exchanging for the handover authentication phase
is shown below. In contrast to protocols proposed in the
paper [10–12], the presented protocol requires only two-
way handshakes to complete the handover authentication
process which can effectively reduce the communication
cost.

1 MCi → MRj : 〈δMCi ,B, IDMRj ,TMCi〉
MCi selects a time stamp TMCi and computes
δMCi = a + b · H1

(

TMCi , IDMRj
)

. MCi sends the
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Fig. 2 Pre-distribution of handover authentication key phase. This figure describes the parameters exchanged in the pre-distribution of handover
authentication key phase

authentication request 〈δMCi ,B, IDMRj ,TMCi〉 to MRj
over a public channel.

2 MRj → MCi : 〈MACMRj ,TMRj , IDMRj ,B,C〉
After receiving authentication request message
〈δMCi ,B, IDMRj ,TMCi〉, MRj checks if TMCi is fresh. If
not, MRj rejects the process; otherwise, MRj checks
whether δMCi · P = A + H1(TMC , IDMRi) · B holds or

not. If not, MRj rejects the session and, otherwise,
authenticates MCi and randomly selects c ∈ Z∗

q , and
computes C = c · P. After then, MRj computes
SSKMRj = c · A as the session key. Then, MRj selects
a time stamp TMRj and computes
MACMRj = H2(A,B,C, IDMRj ,TMRj). MRj sends
〈MACMRj ,TMRj , IDMRj ,B,C〉 to MCi.

Fig. 3 Handover authentication phase. This figure describes the parameters exchanged in the handover authentication phase
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3 After receiving response message 〈MACMRj ,TMRj
, IDMRj ,B,C〉, MCi checks if TMRj is fresh. If not,
MCi rejects the process; otherwise, MCi computes
MACAUTH = H2(A,B,C, IDMRj ,TMRj). MCi will
reject MRj’s response ifMACMRj 	= MACAUTH and,
otherwise, authenticates MRj and computes
SSKMC = a · C as the session key.

4.5 Batch handover authentication phase
Amesh router MRj receives a mount of handover authen-
tication request messages simultaneously when the num-
ber of MCs is too large. The presented protocol can
support batch authentication. Upon receiving n request
messages {δMCk ,Bk , IDMRj ,TMCk }, (k = 1, 2 . . . , n), MRj
runs the following process to verify the validity of those
request messages simultaneously.

1 After receiving n authentication request messages
{δMCk ,Bk , IDMRj ,TMCk },
(k = 1, 2 . . . , n), MRj checks if TMCk is fresh. If not,
MRj rejects the process;

2 MRj checks whether Eq. (1) holds or not. If not, MRj
rejects the session;

(δMC1 + δMC2 + . . . + δMCn) · P =
n

∑

k=1
(Ak) +

n
∑

k=1
(H1(TMCk , IDMRj) · Bk)

(1)

Therefore, the presented anonymous handover authenti-
cation protocol is able to provide batch verification, which
will reduce the amount of calculations by half.

5 Security analysis
This section shows that the presented protocol supports
the security requirements given in Section 3.

5.1 Mutual authentication and session key establishment
After a MC (MCi) anonymously accesses the network, in
order to improve the handover efficiency, MCi chooses
a ∈ Z∗

q and computes A = a · P. Then, MCi sends A to
MR1 which is providing network access services for it, and
MR1 sends A to neighbor routers by executing the process
given in Section 4. In the handover authentication phase,
MCi uses a to generate a signature and sends the request
authenticationmessage to a newMR (MRj). As the param-
eter a is chosen by MCi, only MCi can use a to generate
a valid signature that can be verified using A. Simultane-
ously, as mentioned in Section 4, only an authorized MR
can decrypt the ciphertext and obtain A. Therefore, only
a legitimate MR can generate a valid response message
MACMRj to prove itself. Hence, the mutual authentication
can achieve in the proposed protocol. If MCi and MRj
authenticate each other, they will compute the session key
like this: SSHMC = a · C = c · A = SSKMR. This session

key exchanging process is accomplished based on CDH
problem.

5.2 User anonymity
In order to protect MCs’ privacy, in the pre-distribution
of handover authentication key phase, MCs choose a dif-
ferent parameter to compute the handover key (HDK)
each time, and those parameters are not related. In the
handover authentication phase, the information that the
authentication process interacts does not involve MCs’
real identity information. Therefore, the proposed proto-
col can effectively protect MCs’ privacy.

5.3 Non-traceability
In the pre-distribution of handover authentication key
phase, when the MR (MR1) receives a handover key
(HDK ) from the MC (MCi), it generates a valid group
signature over HDK and encrypts it by using its neigh-
bor routers’ public keys. Finally, MR1 anonymously sends
ciphertext to its neighbor routers. Due to the character-
istic of group signature, in the handover authentication
phase, adversaries and other MRs cannot know which
mesh router this MC is switching from. Therefore, it can
protect MCs’ trajectory privacy. At the same time, adver-
saries and the MRs are unable to determine if the two
authentication processes belong to the same MC.

5.4 Revocability
In the handover authentication phase, MRj uses the han-
dover key

(

A′) which saves in its buffer to verify the legit-
imacy of the MC (MCi). After then, MCi pre-computes
another handover key (A) for next handover authenti-
cation interacting with MRj during the communication
session, and MRj uses AS’s public key Ppub to encrypt
(

A′ ,A
)

and sends it to AS. This can help the AS revoke
the targeted MC when the MC breaks the laws or violates
the stipulated regulations.

5.5 Replay attack andman-in-the-middle attack
In the wireless environment, the proposed protocol
should be able to resist various types of attacks. For eaves-
dropping, adversaries can capture the data package that
transmits between MRs and MCs. However, they cannot
acquire the content of packets. This is due to the fact
that the content of packets are encrypted by the SSK. In
terms of replay attack, MCs add a time stamp in the sig-
nature to constitute a request message while MRs add a
time stamp in the response message too. Therefore, due
to the time stamp, any replay messages must be beyond
the service expiration time in the proposed protocol. If the
adversaries update the time stamp TMC , the verification of
signature will fail due to the different TMC . Additionally,
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Table 1 Performance analysis and comparison of each protocol

Protocols Tsai et al. [10] Yang et al. [13] Su et al. [15] Islam et al. [21] Our protocol

TH 2 3 2 2 2

TP 1 0 0 0 0

TE 9 4 5 8 3

Batch Yes No No No Yes

Comput.cost (ms) 39.93 8.84 11.05 17.86 6.63

the man-in-the-middle attack also has been solved in
our protocol. The session key exchange in our protocol
is designed based on the CDH. Both the MR and MC
exchange packets by checking the Diffie-Hellman public
components and generate session keys, which can achieve
mutual authentication in the proposed protocol. Thus, the
attacker cannot implement the man-in-the-middle attack
successfully.

6 Performance analysis result and discussion
An anonymous handover authentication protocol should
not only be able to support the security requirements to
protect MCs’ privacy and resist attacks, but also have high
efficiency. In this section, the performance of our proto-
col was evaluated and compared with other closely related
protocols [10, 13, 15, 21]. The evaluation and comparison
results show in Table 1. For convenience, some notations
are defined as follows:

• TH : the communication cost between the MC and
MR

• TP : the time complexity of bilinear pairing operation
• TE : the time complexity of elliptic curve scalar

multiplication operation
• Batch : supports bath authentication or not

In handover authentication protocol, re-authentication
delay refers to from beginning to the end of the han-
dover authentication phase. Here we do not consider
those efficient operations that have little effect on the
handover authentication delay (such as hash evaluation
and so on) and communication costs are directly deter-
mined by the number of communications between the
MC and the MR. Hence, we analyzed our communica-
tion costs by comparing the number of handshake times
(TH ) with other protocols. From Table 1, we can see that
[13] needs three-way handshake in handover authentica-
tion, while others only take two-way handshake. In terms
of the computation cost, compared with [10], our protocol
cannot only complete a handover authentication with-
out complex bilinear pairing operation, but also take less
TE operations. Besides, the computation cost is obviously
reduced in our protocol compared with other related pro-
tocols [15, 21]. The proposed protocol only needs to take
two TE operations to complete a handover authentication

process, while [15, 21] must take five and eight respec-
tively. Additionally, only the protocol presented in Tsai
et al. [10] and our protocol can support batch authenti-
cation which can substantially reduce computation load.
According to [22], the running time of pairing operations
TP and elliptic curve scalar multiplication operation TE
are about 20.04 ms and 2.21 ms. As shown in Table 1, the
total handover authentication delay of the protocol we put
forward is about 2TH + 6.63 ms, and [10, 13, 15, 21] are
about 2TH + 39.93 ms, 3TH + 8.84 ms, 2TH + 11.05 ms,
and 2TH + 17.86 ms respectively. Therefore, from the
performance analysis, we can conclude that the proposed
protocol achieves a better performance than other closely
related ones [10, 13, 15, 21].

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a security and high efficiency
anonymous handover authentication protocol for wireless
mesh networks. By using group signature and message
authentication code, the proposed protocol can effectively
protect mesh clients’ real identity information, locations,
andmotion trajectory. Through security and performance
cost analysis, the proposed protocol has been proven to
meet security requirements and computational efficiency.
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